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cally ill patients and the use of modalities to determine a patient’s physiological response to fluid therapy.

**Basic Physiology**
Central venous pressure (CVP) is the pressure in the thoracic vena cava adjacent to the right atrium. The heart functions as a two-sided pump: the right side pumps volume at low pressure and the left side pumps against systemic arterial pressure. The major determinant of the filling pressure of the right ventricle (RV) at the end of diastole is CVP, which is affected by the initial stretching of the ventricles before contraction (preload).

Frank-Starling Mechanism
The Frank-Starling mechanism describes the relationship between cardiac performance and intravascular volume. Stroke volume increases in response to an increase in preload volume. The increased volume of blood stretches the ventricular wall, causing the cardiac muscle to contract more forcefully. The change in volume (ΔV) of blood divided by the change in pressure (ΔP) is termed compliance (ΔV/ΔP).

The venous system is the major reservoir within the vascular system and is markedly more compliant than the arterial system. Thus, CVP will increase with a decrease in venous compliance and/or an increase in the venous volume. These relationships can be quite dynamic depending on the disease state.

**History of CVP Monitoring**
The resuscitation of hemodynamically unstable patients historically stressed the use of intravenous (IV) fluid boluses. However, measuring the efficacy of this approach has been difficult. This issue was first addressed in the 1960s and 1970s when clinicians began to use central venous catheters (CVCs) to measure CVP as a surrogate measure of right atrial volume, which had been interpreted as a measure of the amount of blood returning to the heart. However, CVP measurements were static measurements of a dynamic filtration, and derivation of cardiac output required a long and complex calculation. The Swan-Ganz pulmonary artery catheter was the first catheter that enabled continuous monitoring and allowed clinicians to obtain cardiac index calculations at the bedside.¹

The CVP is an approximation of the right atrial pressure and is an indicator of RV preload, which is a major determinant of RV filling pressure. Both RV preload and RV filling pressure correlate with intravascular volume. Lower CVP may occur with vasodilation or hypovolemia, which decreases the volume returning to the right atrium. This volume depletion creates a need for fluid replacement.

To illustrate this point, picture the body’s blood supply contained within a 6-L expandable tank. Vasodilation may expand the tank to a 9-L capacity, with a 3-L volume deficit. Similarly, blood loss from the 6-L tank may drain 3-L from the tank, leaving a 3-L deficit. Both mechanisms may cause a 3-L deficit, with the tank partially empty. Although it might make sense to replace the loss or “fill the tank in both scenarios,” fluid replacement may have risks. Overly aggressive fluid resuscitation may cause multiorgan dysfunction such as pulmonary edema, abdominal compartment syndrome, altered mental status, dilutional anemia, or dilutional coagulopathy. However, suboptimal fluid treatment may cause inadequate resuscitation that may be complicated by persistent hypotension, hypoperfusion, and end-organ damage and failure.

Up until the 1980s, it was believed that maintenance of normal hemodynamic parameters was the key to resuscitation of critically ill patients. Shoemaker et al²³ then published several papers about increasing patient survival by “supranormalizing” cardiac indices. They recommended increasing cardiac index, oxygen transport, and CVP to higher than normal. High-risk surgical patients had placement
of a pulmonary artery catheter and were randomized into three groups: (1) normalization of CVP; (2) pulmonary artery catheter monitoring and normalization of CVP; or (3) a pulmonary artery catheter protocol based on increasing normal cardiac indices to supranormal values. The time to intervention was greater than 6 hours. The study demonstrated no mortality difference among the CVP and pulmonary artery control groups, but did demonstrate a significant mortality reduction in the pulmonary artery catheter protocol group where the hemodynamic markers were kept at values higher (supranormalization group) than normal.

**Early Goal-Directed Therapy**

The intervention time of 6 hours was questioned in a study by Rivers et al., who suggested this delay was too long. In this study, early goal-directed therapy (EGDT) was compared to standard therapy in the ED in severe sepsis and septic shock. A CVP catheter was used within the right atrium, and critically ill patients were randomized into the following two groups: (1) CVC with continuous central venous oxygen saturation (ScvO₂) measurements; and (2) the standard therapy group which was treated at the clinician’s discretion according to standard ED care with the exception of placement of a CVC without ScvO₂ monitoring. Both groups had targeted goals of CVP, 8 to 12 mm Hg; mean arterial pressure, greater than 65 mm Hg; and urine output, greater than 0.5 mL/kg/h. Both groups received an equal volume of crystalloid fluids, which exceeded the commonly given amount of fluid to patients. The EDGT group received 4981 ± 2984 mL compared to the standard group which received 3499 ± 2438 mL. The EDGT-targeted supranormalization of ScvO₂ employs dobutamine to achieve a goal of ScvO₂ level greater than 70% and uses transfusion to achieve hematocrit level greater than 30%. The study showed 21% overall reduction in mortality in the EGDT group. Aggressive care and early recognition of disease seemed critical to patient survival. The study supported the measurement of CVP as a guide in fluid resuscitation in protocol-driven therapy during the initial 6 hours for patients who had severe sepsis and septic shock. The 2012 Surviving Sepsis Campaign guidelines for the treatment of severe sepsis and septic shock recommend maintaining CVP at 8 to 12 mm Hg for nonventilated patients and higher for ventilated patients.

Since the publication of the EGDT study, the use of protocolized “bundle” therapy as a guide for resuscitation in severe sepsis and septic shock has been brought into question. The debate begs to answer which intervention within the bundle (CVP, transfusions, ScvO₂, serial lactate, blood transfusions) results in a mortality benefit.

Between 2014 and 2015, three trials were published with the goal of determining which bundle intervention of EGDT was important in decreasing mortality. These three randomized worldwide trials, the so-called “trilogy of EDGT,” were the Protocol-based Care for Early Septic Shock (PROCESS), Australasian Resuscitation in Sepsis Evaluation (ARISE), and Protocolised Management in Sepsis (ProMISe). The results of all three trials were consistent. From a population standpoint, if the comprehensive processes are in place for the early detection of sepsis, aggressive IV fluid administration, early antibiotic administration, and serial lactate measurement; the subsequent algorithm-driven EGDT (as defined by Rivers et al.), including continuous central venous oxygenation and CVP monitoring, did not lead to an improvement in outcomes. Patients in the usual care group received central-line and arterial-line placement at a much higher rate than expected.

One cannot jump to conclusion from the aforementioned three trials that EGDT trials are not an effective approach in hospitals that do not have an effective system for early identification (ie, 1-2 hours from
tria 412), early IV fluids (ie, 2 L within the first 3 hours), early antibiotics (ie, within the first 1-2 hours from identification) and early lactate measurement. Just because the results of the three trials cannot be reproduced in such a setting, does not mean that EGDT is not beneficial.

A number of potential reasons for differences in results from the original study by Rivers et al4 exist—eg, randomization occurred later, patients appeared to be less ill at baseline, all patients received antibiotics prior to randomization (Table 1). It is important to bear in mind that usual care, as defined in the “trilogy” may in fact not have been the “usual” care back in the mid-1990s when Rivers et al4 were conducting his EGDT. In addition, due to the influences of the original paper, the Surviving Sepsis Guidelines publications, improvement in EMS, critical care improvement, what Rivers et al4 termed usual care was really a modification of EDGT. One can, however, conclude from the trilogy is that placing a CVP or an ScvO2 catheter just for the purpose of chasing a CVP is no longer recommended.

Central Venous Pressure Measurement
A CVC must be placed in a sterile fashion with the tip of the catheter at the junction between the right atrium and superior vena cava. After the catheter has been properly secured and placement has been confirmed, a pressure transducer is connected from the most distal port of the CVC to the monitor. The use of CVP in the treatment of critically ill patients has logistical, mechanical, and placement issues that can complicate the clinical picture. Additionally, placement of a CVC is an invasive procedure with a set of complications that can compromise an already complex patient picture.9,10

The mechanical issues are numerous. The transducer is a water column that must be calibrated and set to zero at the level of the heart along the same plane of the right atrium (phlebostatic axis). The tip of the catheter inadvertently can be moved easily by health care workers, and a slight change in position may cause reading errors. The monitor must be recalibrated after the patient undergoes care by ancillary staff or is logrolled, moved, or repositioned in a way that affects the level of the heart. Some staff may not have adequate experience using the equipment. Misplacement of the catheter may cause erroneous and inaccurate measurements. The catheter tip must be in the right atrium, but using a catheter that is too long or short may have

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Rivers4</th>
<th>ProMISE8</th>
<th>ARISE7</th>
<th>PROCESS6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EGDT</td>
<td>UC</td>
<td>EGDT</td>
<td>UC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time to randomization**</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antibiotics prior to randomization</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APACHE II</td>
<td>20.4</td>
<td>21.4</td>
<td>15.4</td>
<td>15.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline lactate (mmol/L)</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>6.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume IV fluids (mL)</td>
<td>3,499 +/-</td>
<td>4,981 +/-</td>
<td>2,226 +/-</td>
<td>2,022 +/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2,938 +/-</td>
<td>2,984 +/-</td>
<td>1,443 +/-</td>
<td>1,271 +/-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ED presentation to randomization. Median, Hours

Abbreviations: ARISE, Australasian Resuscitation in Sepsis Evaluation; EGDT, early goal-directed therapy; PROCESS, Protocol-based care for Early Septic Shock; ProMISE, Protocolised Management in Sepsis; UC, usual care.
the catheter tip located in the superior vena cava, ventricle, or inferior vena cava (IVC). All these conditions will cause false reading of CVP.

Central Venous Pressure Interpretation
Normal CVP is 2 to 4 mm Hg, but interpretation of the value may vary. Low CVP typically indicates intravascular volume depletion and need for fluid replacement. However, caution is required with this approach. Depending on the cardiac compliance, some never have adequate volume with a low CVP and others with an elevated CVP may still augment cardiac output with additional fluid therapy (ie, a patient with hypertrophic Cardiomyopathy or advanced Pulmonary HTN).11,12

CVP as a trend may be more useful when compared to a single reading. Patients may vary on an individual basis, thereby making CVP a poor static marker. It should be used in the context of the patient’s clinical condition as it indicates the relationship between circulating blood volume and the capacity of the heart at a given time. As a trend, it is more sensitive to guide continued resuscitation efforts.13

Dynamic Techniques to Monitor Cardiac Output and Determine Fluid Responsiveness
Central venous pressure can be affected by anatomical and physiological factors such as valvular heart disease, right heart failure, poor lung compliance, or arrhythmias. In 2008, Marik et al14 performed a systematic review of 24 studies reviewing the benefits of CVP in the management of fluid therapy. In 2013, Marik et al14,15 repeated the meta-analysis of the literature which included 43 articles, and again concluded that there were no data to support the use of CVP to guide fluid therapy, and both papers concluded that CVP should not be used for fluid resuscitation. Static measures of fluid responsiveness such as CVP may not be the most appropriate measures, and may be less accurate physiologically than dynamic measures.

Dynamic measurements based on the Frank-Starling principle use the changes in the venous return (preload) and stroke volume as a marker of fluid responsiveness and may be more useful. There are several dynamic methods to assess fluid responsiveness. The first such method is the measurement of right atrial pressure. In a case series of 33 medical and surgical intensive care unit (ICU) patients who had pulmonary artery catheters, it was hypothesized that right atrial pressure predicted the response to fluid pressure as right atrial pressure should not decrease during spontaneous inspiration in patients who had a heart that was not volume responsive. Patients were classified as having a positive response test when right atrial pressure decreased ≥1 mm Hg during inspiration, or a negative response when right atrial pressure decreased <1 mm Hg. A positive response correlated with cardiac output increase of 250 mL/h.16

Evaluation of Pulse Pressure and Stroke Volume Variation
Pulse pressure variation (PPV), stroke volume variation (SVV), and variation of the amplitude of pulse oximeter plethysmographic waveform are highly predictive of fluid responsiveness in mechanically ventilated patients who have septic or hemorrhagic shock.17,18 The PPV is derived from the analysis of the arterial waveform, and SVV is derived from pulse contour analysis. The PPV uses the physiologic changes that occur during positive pressure ventilation. The delivery of a mechanical breath increases pleural pressure on inspiration, causing the following: (1) a decrease in RV preload because of decreased venous return; and (2) increase in RV afterload because of increased transpulmonary pressure. These changes lead to decreased RV stroke volume, which is at a minimal level at the end of inspiration. The inspiration reduction in RV ejection leads to a decrease
in LV filling after a phase lag of two to three heart beats because of long pulmonary transit time. Thus, the LV preload reduction may induce a decrease in LV stroke volume, which is at its minimum volume during the inspiratory period of mechanical ventilation. The variation between the RV and LV stroke volume are greatest when the ventricles operate on the steep part of the Frank-Starling curve (rather than the flat portion). The PPV is calculated as the difference between maximum and minimum pulse pressures divided by the average of their sum, and multiplied by 100%. A variation in PPV of greater than 13% is highly predictive of volume responsiveness. The use of PPV is feasible in the ED because the only requirements include arterial access, measurement of the minimum and maximum pulse pressures during 30 seconds, and performance of the calculation. The PPV has been validated in different patient populations. However, the use of PPV is limited to a conventional volume control mode of ventilation and restricted to tidal volumes (TVs) over 7 mL/kg, this method of measurement was validated in patients receiving tidal volumes of at least 8 cc/kg ideal body weight—which may be higher than seen in contemporary clinical practice with more restrictive TV, ventilation strategies in patients with acute respiratory distress syndrome. Furthermore, patients must be ventilated passively, with heavy sedation or chemical paralysis to prevent spontaneous breathing. They must also have a normal heart rhythm. Most acute lung injury states are managed with lung protective strategy with TV of 4 to 6 mL/kg, PPV values obtained using lower TVs are less reliable and their use is not recommended.

The Pleth Variation Index (PVI) is similar to PPV but is an automated measure of the dynamic change in the perfusion index that occurs during a respiratory cycle. Perfusion index is the ratio of nonpulsatile to pulsatile blood flow through the peripheral bed, measured noninvasively with a pulse oximeter probe. The PVI can predict positive fluid response in mechanically ventilated patients. However, PVI has the same limitations as PPV, the patient must be in sinus rhythm, and PVI cannot be used in patients who are breathing spontaneously.

Ultrasonographic Assessment
Bedside ultrasonography is noninvasive, can be performed rapidly, and provides real-time clinically relevant data. There is much evidence that ultrasonography is effective in evaluating hemodynamic and volume status, and it may be used to assess fluid responsiveness during resuscitation. Most importantly, ultrasonography can be repeated and used to guide resuscitation efforts and direct plan of care including decisions about administration of more fluids versus starting vasoactive agents. Bedside ultrasound can provide multiple data points to give a more complete view of a patient’s volume status. Right atrial pressure and CVP can be monitored during fluid resuscitation using the visualization of dynamic changes in the IVC diameter during inspiration and expiration. Afterload can also be assessed using left ventricular outflow tract stroke volume variation. Additionally, ultrasound can be used to estimate ejection fraction to ensure that the cardiac physiology can handle needed resuscitation.

As there is growing awareness of sepsis and fluid resuscitation, IVC measurements have grown in popularity as a noninvasive approach for such monitoring. IVC collapsibility in spontaneously breathing patients and caval index in mechanically ventilated patients can be determined rapidly at the bedside. There are two views that most easily allow access to measure the IVC: subxyphoid and right upper quadrant. Using the phased array probe or a curvilinear probe, the IVC can be seen traversing through the liver with the hepatic vein joining the IVC just before the diaphragm and emptying into the right atrium. Inter-rater reliability is often questioned when
ultrasound is used. However, Fields et al\textsuperscript{25} were able to show that there was a high degree of interrater reliability among EPs when measuring IVC collapsibility.

A systematic review by Zhang et al,\textsuperscript{26} showed change in IVC measured with point-of-care ultrasonography can reliably predict fluid responsiveness, particularly in patients that are mechanically ventilated. A caval index of 0.72 corresponds to CVP less than 7 cm water; a caval index of 1.23 corresponds to CVP 8 to 12 cm water; and a caval index of 1.59 corresponds to CVP greater than 13 cm water. The distensibility index is similar and calculated based on the IVC diameter at end-expiration (IVCD-max) and end-inspiration (IVCDmin).\textsuperscript{27} The ratio of (IVCDmax - IVCDmin)/IVCDmin is expressed as a percentage (dIVC\%) in mechanically ventilated patients. A distensibility index less than 18% may indicate that the patient is not volume responsive (Tables 2 and 3; Figure 1).

\textbf{Caval Index}

A more widely utilized method for IVC evaluation is described by Nagdev et al.\textsuperscript{29} The caval index is calculated as the relative decrease in inferior vena cava diameter during one respiratory cycle. A caval index greater than or equal to 50% is strongly associated with a low CVP with 91% sensitivity and 94% specificity.\textsuperscript{29} It is important to remember, however, that IVC collapsibility is only useful at the extremes. Nevertheless, IVC measurement is limited by increased PEEP, increased TV, and increased intraabdominal pressure.

While IVC is the most commonly used vessel for sonographic volume status assessment, other vessels can also be used. Kent et al\textsuperscript{30} describe using the internal jugular vein as well as the femoral vein. Guarracino et al\textsuperscript{31} achieved similar results when using the internal jugular vein for distensibility index for assessing fluid responsiveness. When compared to the invasive CVP measurements, new CVP quantification methods could be used as a reliable approach for monitoring hemodynamic status.

\textbf{Stroke Volume Variation}

Stroke volume can be assessed using pulse contour analysis as well as via ultrasonog-
Table 3. Interpretation of Distensibility Index*

A. Indications
Assess fluid responsiveness (expected status change following fluid bolus) in a mechanically ventilated patient

B. Contraindications (cases in which distensibility index is unreliable)
- Spontaneous respirations during mechanical ventilation
- Tidal volume < 7 mL/kg ideal body weight (based on sex and height)
- Non-sinus rhythm
- Right ventricular dysfunction

C. Mechanism
Mechanical ventilator generates positive pressure with each breath that distends IVC. Positive pressure ventilation results in increased intrathoracic pressure and decreased venous return to the right atrium.
IVC distends due to resistance to right atrial filling.
IVC returns to baseline diameter between ventilations.

D. Method of evaluation
Step 1: Set up M-mode view of IVC for anteroposterior diameter measurements
- Subxiphoid level in longitudinal axis
- Visualize IVC as it enters right atrium
- Set M-mode caliper marker at a point 3 cm from the right atrium along the anterior surface of the IVC
- Measure just caudal to confluence of hepatic veins (3 cm from right atrium)

Step 2: Obtain anteroposterior diameter measurements of IVC at maximum and minimum diameters
- Measure maximum internal IVC anteroposterior diameter (inspiratory, positive pressure ventilation phase)
- Measure minimum internal IVC anteroposterior diameter (expiratory phase)

Step 3: Calculate distensibility index
Distensibility index = ([IVCD_{max} - IVCD_{min}]/IVCD_{min} × 100)

Step 4: Interpretation
Distensibility Index < 18% indicates patient is not volume responsive (unlikely to benefit from fluid bolus)

Abbreviations: CVP, central venous pressure; IBW, ideal body weight; IVC, inferior vena cava; IVCD_{max}, inferior vena cava diameter at end-expiration; IVCD_{min}, inferior vena cava diameter at end-inspiration.

*Distensibility Index has only been validated in mechanically ventilated patients (with the limitations of passively breathing with the ventilator at 8 cc/kg IBW and not applicable to spontaneously breathing patients.

While not used regularly in the ED, respiratory changes in aortic blood velocity as measured by transesophageal echocardiography (TEE) may predict fluid responsiveness in mechanically ventilated patients. Peak aortic blood flow velocity variation is measured by TEE. Similarly, ventilator-induced variation in descending aortic blood flow measured by esophageal Doppler monitoring may predict fluid responsiveness. However peak aortic blood flow velocity measurements determined by TEE may have limited utility because TEE is an invasive procedure. Similarly, esophageal Doppler monitors can be used but are limi-
Passive Leg Raise

In spontaneously breathing patients, passive leg raising (PLR) has been studied as a substitute for volume challenge due to the ease of performing PLR at the bedside and absence of adverse events such as volume overload. When performing PLR, the patient starts in a semirecumbent position and is repositioned supine with the legs raised to 45°. Blood transferred to the heart during PLR increases cardiac preload and tests preload responsiveness. The maximum hemodynamic response to PLR occurs within one minute of performing the maneuver. The effects of PLR are assessed by the changes in cardiac output or stroke volume after PLR, which are extrapolated from aortic blood flow measured by esophageal Doppler, velocity time integral measured by transthoracic echocardiography, and femoral artery flow measured by arterial Doppler. These modalities may provide additional data points in the evaluation of fluid responsiveness but is out of the scope of this review.

Data in mechanically ventilated patients with esophageal Doppler and arterial access demonstrated that an increase in aortic blood flow by 10% with PLR predicted a positive fluid response with sensitivity 97% and specificity 94%. However, in the same study, the specificity in spontaneously breathing patients was markedly reduced (46%). Another study used a more conventional noninvasive measurement with transthoracic echocardiography to determine whether PLR could predict fluid responsiveness in hemodynamically unstable patients. In this study, a PLR-induced increase in stroke volume greater than or equal to 12.5% predicted an increase in stroke volume by greater than or equal to 15% after fluid administration with specificity 100% and sensitivity 77%. This study included patients on mechanical ventilation with active inspiration, patients without mechanical support, and patients with atrial fibrillation, enabling better generalization of results than previous studies.

Bioreactance Technology

Cardiac output measurement using bioreactance technology is an alternative noninvasive technique.
invasive method to measure cardiac output using only four surface electrodes. This technology is based on an analysis of relative phase shifts of an oscillating current that occurs when the current traverses the thoracic cavity. The bioreactance device (NICOM, Cheetah Medical, Tel Aviv, Israel) is comprised of a high frequency (75 kHz) sine wave generator and four dual electrode stickers that are used to establish electrical contact with the body. The cardiac output measured by bioreactance correlates well with values measured by thermodilution and pulse contour analysis. Performing PLR and determining its response using a bioreactance machine may be appropriate in the ED, in the ward, or at the initial presentation to the ICU because it is noninvasive and less labor intensive than other methods. In postoperative cardiac surgery patients, PLR-induced changes in cardiac output measured by bioreactance had sensitivity 88% and specificity 100%. In hemodynamically unstable patients, the results were more encouraging with a sensitivity of 94% and a specificity of 100% in predicting fluid responsiveness (defined as greater than 10% increase in stroke volume index). However, in a group of critically ill patients (83% septic, 10% hypovolemic, and 7% cardiogenic), bioreactance coupled with PLR was unable to measure cardiac index compared with transpulmonary thermodilution, and bioreactance failed to predict fluid responsiveness. More research on bioreactance technology is needed, and its noninvasive evaluation of critically ill patients who need cardiac output monitoring and fluid therapy.

Conclusion

There are many tools available to estimate the volume status and fluid responsiveness of the critically ill patient. One of these tools, CVP measurement, must be used cautiously as an assessment of fluid responsiveness. It is important to understand the limitations of this technology. While other more advanced tools, such as ultrasonography to measure the IVC at the bedside and assess IVC variation or TEE to assess LV diastolic size and contractility during fluid resuscitation, may provide a better diagnostic picture, these tools/devices are not always available at most community hospitals.

The authors do not recommend placing a CVC simply to measure CVP; however, when a CVC or peripherally inserted central catheter is medically needed for treatment, the catheter can be used to trend CVP since the value of CVP is greatest as a trend to guide resuscitation. Other minimally invasive and noninvasive diagnostic tools currently are available, such as bedside ultrasound, and enable clinicians to assess volume responsiveness using dynamic procedures that challenge the Frank-Starling curve. These technologies have a useful place in resuscitation but each has its own limitations. With an understanding of the tools available, with their strengths and limitations, physicians can better individualize intravascular volume resuscitation.
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